Abstract-In this paper, a new system is proposed for microstrip antenna (MSA) designing. Two main stages need for designing procedure. Firstly, modeling of rectangular MSA is performed using some nonlinear regression methods. Then an inverse modeling is done using particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm with some constraints. Result includes a suitable system with bandwidth as an input and dimensions width, frequency range, length over a ground plane with a substrate thickness, dielectric loss tangent and electrical thickness as an output.
I. INTRODUCTION
Designing procedure can be performed based on modeling and inverse system. In this way, some experimental samples are captured from real system then it is modeled to form of a function where output of system is and input features or parameters are . But in designing procedure we need suitable input parameters ( ) for receiving to desired , this step require an inverse modeling procedure. Main target in this paper is designing of rectangular microstrip antenna which after its modeling, bandwidth can be calculate using mathematical nonlinear model versus five input parameters include dimensions width, frequency range, length over a ground plane with a substrate thickness and dielectric loss tangent and electrical thickness. Then a artificial search algorithm is used for finding inverse model ( Fig 1) that bandwidth is desire and dimensions width, frequency range, length over a ground plane with a substrate thickness and dielectric loss tangent and electrical thickness as outputs. search. Kennedy and Eberhart [1, 2] introduced the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method based on the simulation of bird flocking and fish schooling. PSO is a high performance optimizer that controls several highly desirable attributes, including the fact that the basic algorithm is very easy to comprehend and implement. It is similar in some ways to evolutionary algorithms, but needs less computation and generally fewer lines of code. This algorithm can optimize problem that requires the simultaneous optimization of N variables. It has attained its popularity due to a broad range of useful applications in such diverse areas as image compression [3] , power system [4] , phased array synthesis [5] , RF circuit design [6] , and digital filter design [7] .
A. Scope of MSA
In recent years, the current trend in commercial and military communication systems has been to develop low cost, minimal weight, low profile planar configuration antennas ( [8] , [9] and [10] ) that are capable of maintaining high performance over a large spectrum of frequencies. This technological trend has focused much effort into the design of microstrip (patch) antennas.
The concept of Microstrip antenna though introduced in the early 1950's in USA by Deschamps and in France by Gutton and Baissinot, it was in the 1970's only that with the advent of printed-circuit technology [11, 12] , some serious advancements in this research area had begun resulting in the development of first practical antennas.
A Microstrip device in its simplest form is a sandwich of two parallel conducting layers separated by a single thin dielectric substrate. The upper conductor is a thin metallic patch (usually Copper or Gold), which is a small fraction of a wavelength [8] . The lower conductor is a ground plane which should be infinite theoretically. The patch and ground-plane are separated by a dielectric substrate which is usually non-magnetic. The patch can assume any shape, be it rectangular, circular, triangular, elliptical, helical, circular ring, etc. The variety in design that is possible with Microstrip antennas probably exceeds that of any other type of antenna element. Microstrip antennas are used where size, weight, cost, better performance, compatibility with microwave and millimeter wave integrated circuits (MMICs), robustness, ability to conform to planar and non-planar surfaces, etc. are required [11, 13] .
Bandwidth and efficiency of a Microstrip antenna depends upon patch size, shape, substrate thickness, dielectric constant of substrate, feed point type and its location, etc. For good antenna performance, a thick dielectric substrate having a low dielectric constant is desirable for higher bandwidth, better efficiency and better radiation, leading to a larger antenna size. Designing a compact antenna requires higher dielectric constant, leading to narrower bandwidth, lesser efficiency and higher loss tangents (dissipation factors) [11] .
In MSA designs, it is important to determine the bandwidth of the antenna accurately because the bandwidth is a critical parameter of a MSA. Several techniques [14, 15, 16] , varying in accuracy and computational effort, have been proposed and used to calculate the bandwidth of a rectangular MSA, as this is one of the most popular and convenient shapes. The analytical techniques use simplifying physical assumptions, but generally offer simple and analytical solutions that are well-suited for an understanding of the physical phenomena and for antenna computer-aided design. These analytical techniques are known as transmission-line models and cavity models.
However, these techniques are not suitable for many structures, in particular, if the thickness of the substrate is not very thin. Most of the limitations of analytical techniques can be overcome by using the numerical techniques. The numerical techniques are based on an electromagnetic boundary problem, which leads to an expression as an integral equation, using proper Green functions, either in the spectral domain, (the SDA method), or directly in the space domain, using the method of moments. Without any initial assumption, the choice of test functions and the path integration appear to be more critical during the final, numerical solution.
Exact mathematical formulations in rigorous numerical methods involve extensive numerical procedures, resulting in round-off errors, and may also need final experimental adjustments to the theoretical results. These methods also suffer from the fact that any change in the geometry (patch shape, feeding method, addition of a cover layer, etc.) requires the development of a new solution. Furthermore, most of the previous theoretical and experimental work has been carried out only with electrically thin MSAs, normally of the order of h/ ≤ 0.14, where h is the thickness of the dielectric substrate and is the wavelength in the substrate.
Recent interest has developed in radiators etched on electrically thick substrates. This interest is primarily for two major reasons. First, as these antennas are used for applications with increasingly higher operating frequencies, and consequently shorter wavelength, even antennas with physically thin substrates become thick when compared to a certain wavelength. Second, the bandwidth of the rectangular MSA is typically very small for low profile, electrically thin configurations. One of the techniques to increase the bandwidth is to increase the thickness proportionately. The design of MSA elements having wider bandwidth is an area of major interest in MSA technology, particularly in the fields of electronic warfare, communication systems, and wideband radars. Consequently, this problem, particularly the bandwidth aspect, has received considerable attention.
The reminder of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the bandwidth of an MSA is described, and then in section 3 MSA modeling is presented using nonlinear mathematical model. Section 4 includes the PSO-based designing procedure with a review on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) methods and its main parts for designing process.
Experimentations are described in section 5 and finally section 6 draws conclusion of this paper.
II. BANDWIDTH OF RECTANGULAR MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS
The rectangular microstrip antennas are made of a rectangular patch with dimensions width, W and length, L, over a ground plane with a substrate thickness h and relative dielectric constants εr, as given in Fig.2 . The bandwidth of this MSA can be determined from the frequency response of its equivalent circuit. For a paralleltype resonance, the bandwidth is expressed as [22] 
Where Y=G+jB is the input admittance at the angular resonant frequency r ω . For a series-type resonance, G is replaced by R and B is replaced by X in equation (1), where Z=R+jX is the input impedance at resonance. The bandwidth of a MSA can also be expressed as [21] s Q s BW
Where s is the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) and Q T is the total quality factor. The total quality factor, Q T , can be written as
Where P d is the power lost in the lossy dielectric substrate, P c is the power lost in the imperfect conductor, P r is the power radiated in the space waves, P s is the power radiated in the surface waves, and W T is the total energy stored in the patch at resonance. The wavelength in the dielectric substrate, d λ , is given as [17, 18] , and are given in Table 5 (which is appeared in Appendix). In this paper we used some kernel functions for SVR like polynomial with different degree, radial basis function and linear function. We use hold out and leave one out method for comparing average error of our proposed method with ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System) and results are shown in Table 1 . We can see in Table 1 that 'erbf' kernel function has less average error than ANFIS with both evaluation methods.
A. Fine modeling
As we mentioned before, the support vector machine is an approximate implementation of the method of structural risk minimization. This induction principle is based on the fact that the error rate of a learning machine on test data is bounded by the sum of the training-error and a term that depends on the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension. In this method, optimal hyper plane is determined to guarantee the minimum error for test samples, whereas, neural networks don't guarantee to find optimum hyper plane for test samples. So SVR give us better results relative to ANFIS as shown in section 4. But, some problems in the SVR are exists as follows: a) Since each sample is one constraint in support vector, increasing training samples is equivalent to increasing number of constraints. In this case solving equations to find optimal hyper plane becomes very hard. b) Finding suitable kernel for modeling of nonlinear space.
First Problem in the current work and similar works can be easily seen. For example for leave one out train and test procedure, we have 33 training samples and optimization problem must be solved with 33 constraints. The selection of suitable kernel given in the second problem is clear in Table 1 at a glance. So, we propose new version of SVR that works based on divide and conquer principle which can solves two aforementioned problems. Input space is divided to several subspaces and in each subspace a SVR models the data. This work is caused the new generated space has the properties of high dimensional space. A weighting procedure is performed using probability density function of each sub-space and gives portion of each SVR according to generated rules. Then results of weighted SVRs are combined and fitting is performed. We describe presented SVR method in detail in the following steps.
Step 1: In this step, we should divide input training data into subsets. We can use an algorithm of clustering like fuzzy c-means (FCM) for this grouping. Indeed we assign the weights to any input data using FCM. Fig. 3 shows 3 partition (for example) which FCM has clustered. PDF (Probability Density Function) of each cluster are obtained as shown in the following figure then the corresponding weights of an input data are calculated based on membership values to each partitions (i.e. clusters). Step 2: Each available subset for any partition are applied for training of each Support Vector Regressor (SVR) like Fig.  4 . So, for training samples of partition 1 (as shown in Fig.3 ) SVR1 is trained (as shown in Fig.4) . 
Step 3: Third step is testing procedure. We use leave one out method for computing average error of our proposed method and compare it with ANFIS. In order to calculate the output of the proposed system, we should compute membership values for each test sample ( i w Fig. 5 shows this procedure.
and ∑ is covariance samples and µ is mean value of training data.
In equation (8) In Fig. 5 output value is computed value for bandwidth of MSA of test sample. In order to compute error of leave one out method for evaluation of performance of the proposed method, we can compute difference between computed value and measured value for bandwidth of MSA of any test sample and then obtained average value for all of data given in Table  5 . We use leave one out method for performance testing of our proposed SVR against ANFIS with different kernel functions for SVR and different values for α (in this experiment we consider values 0.1, 0.2, …, 1 for α ). Also the number of clusters is 2. For all values of α, average error of our method and ANFIS is shown in Table 2 . Also we compare our proposed method with some conventional methods [21, 23, 24 and 25] . Fig. 6 shows comparison of computed error in calculating bandwidth of MSAs with mentioned conventional methods, ANFIS and our proposed SVR method. We use simple definition for computing error as absolute value of difference between measured BW [17 and 18] and computed value using each method. In the previous section we try to model bandwidth of MSA which means that we want to predict corresponding bandwidth for given input parameters correctly. For this purpose SVR and a new version of SVR is used and the result of experimentations shows the ability of presented SVR against some approaches.
To perform a reverse action of modeling, we use particle swarm optimization (PSO) method to obtain a designing procedure. Fig. 7 . Block diagram of antenna designing using PSO As shown in Fig 1, an artificial search method can find best parameters for receiving of desired bandwidth. With search over input parameters in antenna model, desired bandwidth is obtained. Selected search method is PSO algorithm which is explained in the next sub-section. So after selection of desired bandwidth and constrains over required parameters as shown in Fig 7 , PSO find these parameters based on founded model of antenna in the previous section.
In the next sub-sections, the PSO algorithm is described and then applying the search method is explained in antenna designing procedure.
A. Particle Swarm Optimization
Optimization is the process of making something better. Scientists invoke a new idea as particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The PSO was formulated by Kennedy at 1995 [1, 2] . The thought process behind the algorithm was motivated by the social behavior of animals, such as bird flocking or fish schooling. Each particle moves about the cost surface with a velocity. The particles update their velocities and positions based on the local and global best solutions. We consider , it is weighted using a second uniformly distributed random function. The competition factor describes the tendency of a particle to explore the vicinity of its own personal best position. Finally, the inertia vector (
) represents the partiality of a particle to maintain its current velocity; it is weighted by a constant. PSO cleverly joins inertia, competition, and cooperation in an optimum form so that the particles swarm to the best solution:
The inertia weighting factor (w ) is important in determining the balance between global and local search capabilities. If it is too large, PSO emphasizes global searching and is slow, and if it is too small, it emphasizes local searching and gets trapped in local minima. In this paper we use the following equation for finding adaptive weighting factor: 
B. Designing procedure
In this problem, we must search dimensions width (W), frequency range (f r ), length over a ground plane with a substrate thickness (h) and dielectric loss tangent ( δ tan ) and electrical thickness (h/ ) with some selected constrains with user for obtaining selected bandwidth. After finding parameters, they evaluate using founded model of antenna. If desired bandwidth is satisfied and optimum parameters stand in suitable range, designing procedure is terminated. We consider antenna designing to following form, This structure includes three main parts:
• Cost function in the PSO algorithm for solving antenna designing problem.
• Velocity weights update control.
• Tuning procedure using adaptive velocity boundaries
The PSO algorithm has been described in subsection 4.1 and here we explain matching it to this problem. 
C. Cost function in the PSO algorithm
Now problem (9) transform to a suitable function which is solved using the PSO algorithm. In general, ( ) Desired bandwidth is determined by user and it is the bandwidth that we want to find corresponding five parameters mentioned before for it.
is calculated by subtracting desired bandwidth from bandwidth which is computed by model. As we described in detail in section 3, this model is based on SVR. Also some constraints must be applied over founded parameters which is described in the next section in details.
D. Velocity weights update control
In the standard PSO, the inertia weight is introduced as a decreasing function which is set to a higher value Table 5 vary in electrical thickness from 0.0065 to 0.2284, and in physical thickness from 0.17 to 12.81 mm, and operate over the frequency range 2.980-8.000 GHz. Their dimension width is in range 7.76-20.74 mm and dielectric loss tangent has values between 0.001 and 0.002. Also these constraints can change by user definition, which means that user can define more restricted boundaries for each variable to get arbitrary result. Suppose that maximum iteration is equal to 100. If desired bandwidth is 20, Fig. 8 and Fig.9 show error of the best particle in each iteration and obtained value for five variable. In order to evaluate performance of our method, computed values of parameters by PSO in each iteration are applied in SVR for calculating corresponding bandwidth and then these bandwidth are compared to desired bandwidth (desired bandwidth is equal to 20 in this case). Fig. 10 shows the result of this comparison. 
A. Constraints effect
It is mentioned before that user can select boundary of each variable more restricted. This change in constraints affects the results. For example for bandwidth 20 which we peruse it before, if we restrict constraints of variables more (correct sub-region), we get less error than the obtained error with previous constraints (a guided search). Of course for some sub-regions, it may not find any solution; for example for physical thickness, if we select limitation range between 1 to 4, and other parameters are selected as like the previous example, divergence is occurred. So we conclude some sub-range may give divergence. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show error of the best particle and obtained values for each variable for following ranges.
Physical thickness has values in 8.5-9.8mm; frequency range is 3-4 GHz; dimension width is in range 12 to 13mm and electrical thickness and dielectric loss tangent are selected like before. As like Fig. 10 , we can compare desired bandwidth with obtained bandwidths using SVR method with input parameters that PSO found. Fig. 13 shows this comparison. Also from this figure we find that, since we use guided search by more limited boundaries for five antenna parameters, we reach the desired bandwidth sooner. It is necessary to note that for convergence of results, range of velocity of each particle should be in -0.05 to 0.1, otherwise PSO search process is diverged. Corresponding constraints used for MSA designing are summarized in Table  4 . A PSO based approach for designing microstrip antennas was presented in this paper. Also in order to find a model for bandwidth calculation of MSA we used a nonlinear mathematical method namely SVR. A new version of SVR was proposed to reduce bandwidth prediction error than SVR. Thereafter designing procedure based on PSO for antenna designing problem was proposed in detail. The results of experimentations showed the ability of our method to find suitable parameters for antenna designing.
APPENDIX
The training and test data sets used in this paper have been obtained from previous experimental works [17, 18] , and are given in Table 5 . The 27 data sets in Table 5 were used to train the SVR. The 6 data sets, marked with an asterisk in Table 5 , were used for testing. The training and test data sets used in this paper are also the same as those used for ANNs [19, 15] and FISs [20] . The antennas given in Table 5 vary in electrical thickness from 0.0065 to 0.2284, and in physical thickness from 0.17 to 12.81 mm, and operate over the frequency range 2.980-8.000 GHz. 
